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Abstract

Count: 279/300 words

Background: Randomised clinical trials (RCTs) and meta-analyses have demonstrated the survival benefit of concomitant chemoradiation (CRT) or hyperfractionated radiotherapy in the treatment of locally advanced head and neck cancer (LAHNC). However, the relative efficacy of these treatments is unknown. This study aimed to determine if one treatment was superior to the other.

Methods: Based on the individual patient data of meta-analyses evaluating the role of chemotherapy (MACH-NC) and of altered fractionation radiotherapy (MARCH), we performed a frequentist network meta-analysis using a 2-step random effects approach. The log-rank test, stratified by trial, was used. Overall survival (OS) was the primary endpoint. Global Cochran Q statistic was used to assess homogeneity and consistency and P-score to rank treatments (higher scores indicate more effective therapies).

Findings: There were 115 RCTs that yielded 154 comparisons (28,978 patients with 19,253 deaths and 20,579 progression events). Treatments were grouped into 16 modalities, for which 35 types of direct comparisons were available. Hyperfractionated radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy (HFCRT) was ranked as the best treatment for OS. The hazard ratios (HR) of HFCRT compared to platinum-based CRT was 0.82 [95% Confidence interval (CI) 0.66-1.01] for OS (P-score 97%). The superiority of HFCRT was robust to sensitivity analyses. Three other modalities of treatment had a better P-score but not a significantly better HR for OS than platinum-based CRT (P-score 78%): taxane-induction chemotherapy (TaxPF) followed by loco-regional treatment (P-score 89%), accelerated radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy (P-score 82%) and TaxPF followed by CRT (P-score 80%).

Interpretation: The results of this network meta-analysis suggest that further intensifying CRT, using HFCRT or TaxPF induction prior to CRT, could improve outcomes over CRT for the treatment of LAHNC, especially for HPV negative cancers.

Fundings: Institut National du Cancer (PHRC), Ligue Nationale Contre le Cancer, Fondation ARC.
Research in context

Evidence before this study

Individual patient data meta-analyses have demonstrated that concomitant chemoradiotherapy and hyperfractionated radiotherapy had the best efficacy results in the treatment of locally advanced non-metastatic head and neck cancer. A mixed treatment comparison based on the second publication of the Meta-Analysis of Chemotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer (MACH-NC) and on the first publication of the Meta-Analysis of Radiotherapy in Carcinomas of Head and neck (MARCH) compared six modalities of treatment. Altered fractionated concomitant chemoradiotherapy yielded the highest probability of survival.

For this network meta-analysis, trials included in the second update of MACH-NC, in the specific publication on induction chemotherapy with taxanes and in the first update of MARCH were included. The search has concerned PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, Cochrane Controlled Trials meta-register, clinicaltrials.gov, and meeting proceedings, without language restriction, for published and unpublished “randomized trials” of “chemotherapy” or “radiotherapy” in “head and neck cancer”. Trials conducted up to December 31, 2016 were included. To improve homogeneity, trials conducted before January 1st, 1980 were excluded.

Added value of this study

Network meta-analyses allow comparing all treatment modalities with each other, using available direct and indirect comparisons (through common comparators). The median follow-up was 6.6 years overall (IQR 5.0–9.4). Hyperfractionated radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy had the highest probability of success for overall survival, progression-free survival, loco-regional control and cancer death. For distant control, loco-regional treatment with adjuvant chemotherapy had the best results. The other modalities of treatment that had good results were taxane, platin and fluorouracil-based induction chemotherapy followed by loco-regional treatment with or without concomitant chemotherapy and accelerated radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy.

Implications of all the available evidence

The results of the present network meta-analysis confirm that altered fractionated concomitant chemoradiotherapy is the most effective treatment and especially hyperfractionated radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy. Taxane-based induction chemotherapy followed by loco-regional treatment, ideally with concomitant CT is another good option in selected patients. Network meta-analyses have limitations due to the use of indirect information. These results would ideally need to be confirmed by randomised trials. Nevertheless, it could help guide clinical decision-making in locally
advanced head and neck cancer with a high risk of locoregional failure, especially HPV-negative tumours.
Introduction
During the past decades, advances in the treatment of locally advanced head and neck cancer have led to higher cure rates. The individual patient data (IPD) Meta-Analysis of Chemotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer (MACH-NC) has clearly demonstrated that the addition of concomitant chemotherapy (CT) to radiotherapy (RT) improves overall survival (OS), progression-free survival (PFS), locoregional control, and decreases cancer death\(^1\). A specific meta-analysis was conducted about induction CT in head and neck cancer\(^2\). The combination of taxane (docetaxel or paclitaxel), cisplatin, and fluorouracil (Tax-PF) was superior to cisplatin plus fluorouracil (PF). The Meta-Analysis of Radiotherapy in Carcinomas of Head and Neck (MARCH) was conducted and showed that altered fractionation radiotherapy (RT) was associated with a significant overall survival benefit compared with conventional fractionation\(^3\). However, the overall survival benefit was restricted to hyperfractionated RT. PFS was improved by altered fractionation RT, without a significant difference between type of fractionation, through an improvement in local and regional control. The results of these meta-analyses support head and neck cancer treatment recommendations, which mostly favor the use of conventional fractionation concomitant platinum-based chemoradiotherapy, alone or as adjuvant treatment after surgery, for locally advanced disease\(^4\).

The IPD network meta-analysis (NMA) framework has already been applied to head and neck squamous cell cancers as a methodological proof of concept. In this analysis, the treatments were lumped in six groups, and altered fractionated concomitant chemoradiotherapy had the highest probability of survival\(^5\). Since this publication, the three abovementioned IPD meta-analyses were updated and published\(^2,3,6\). All those data allowed individualizing more detailed treatment modalities. The network is now larger in terms of treatment modalities, number of trials and number of patients, and follow-up is longer. The aim of this article is to present the results of this IPD NMA of multiple treatments for locally advanced head and neck, and determine relative and absolute differences among 16 treatment modalities.
Methods

MACH-NC and MARCH Databases and Endpoint Definitions

The MACH-NC and MARCH meta-analyses comprise IPD of randomised trials conducted up to December 31, 2016, evaluating the addition of CT to local treatment (MACH-NC) and the role of RT fractionation (MARCH) in patients with locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck. The inclusion criteria, trial search, trial flowchart, data collection, and checking have been detailed in previous publications along with the results of the standard meta-analysis. Briefly, all trials had to include non-metastatic head and neck squamous cell cancer patients, and randomize either chemotherapy or altered fractionation radiotherapy in a way that would preclude prior knowledge of the assigned treatment.

For this network meta-analysis, we have decided to exclude trials conducted before 1980 in order to improve homogeneity between trials. The primary endpoint was OS, defined as the time from randomisation until death from any cause. Secondary endpoints were event-free survival (EFS), locoregional and distant control, cancer death and non-cancer death. EFS was defined as the time from randomisation to first failure, i.e. recurrence/progression (locoregional or distant) or death. Locoregional and distant controls were defined as the time from randomisation to the occurrence of a locoregional or distant failure, respectively, and competing risks were used. If both a locoregional failure and a distant failure occurred at the same time, patients were considered as having a distant failure only. Patients without locoregional and distant failure were censored at the date of death or last follow-up. Cancer mortality included deaths from any cause in patients with a previous failure and deaths from the treated head and neck cancer. Deaths from unknown cause without previous failure were regarded as cancer mortality if they occurred within 5 years after randomisation and as non-cancer mortality otherwise.

Statistical Methods for network meta-analysis
A specific NMA statistical analysis plan was written prior to the analysis and is available here: https://www.gustaveroussy.fr/fr/meta-analyses-protocoles-dessais-orl.

A two-step method was used. The first step was to compute hazard ratios (HR) for each trial on the basis of individual patient data using the Peto estimator for OS, EFS, cancer death and non-cancer death, and a competing risk model for locoregional and distant control. The second step was to perform the network meta-analysis using a frequentist approach. Input data for each trial comparison were the two treatments compared, the logarithm of the HR, and its variance.

To limit the number of tests for both heterogeneity and inconsistency, Rücker et al have proposed a global test, called Q test. This test is a generalization of Cochran’s test that is used to assess heterogeneity in conventional meta-analyses. The Q statistic is the sum of a statistic for heterogeneity (within designs) and a statistic for inconsistency (between designs). Inconsistency can be defined as the variability of treatment effect between direct, e.g. randomized trials, and indirect comparisons at the meta-analytic level. A random effects model was used in case of heterogeneity (P value < 0.1).

Treatments were ranked using the P-score, which measures the mean extent of certainty that a treatment is better than the competing treatments. P-score would be 100% when a treatment is certain to be the best and 0% when a treatment is certain to be the worst. Five-year absolute benefit was computed using the survival rate at 5 years for the LRT-only arms as the reference and the HR was computed using the method by Stewart and Parmar for OS and EFS.

A priori sensitivity analyses for the main efficacy endpoints were (details in appendix p 38):

1. the exclusion of the outliers in the standard meta-analysis,
2. the exclusion of trials with non-conventional chemotherapy (without platinum salts, with polychemotherapy using more than two drugs other than TaxPF or with only one drug as induction chemotherapy, with adjuvant chemotherapy),
3. the exclusion of trials based on quality criteria (less than 100 patients, follow-up less than 5 years, unknown date of randomization)
4. the exclusion of MACH-NC trials with distinctive loco-regional treatment i.e. where CT is randomized but loco-regional treatments are different in both arms (variations in RT or surgery), hence introducing a confounding factor.

Further sensitivity analyses were performed for overall survival on the cluster of patients under 70 years of age and after exclusion of trials with a majority of stage I/II tumours. This work was performed in accordance with NMA guidelines. P values less than 0.05 were considered significant for the difference between treatments. All analyses were performed using R software (version 3.6.1) and the R package netmeta.

Role of the funding source

The funders of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author and the first author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
Results
The network consisted of 115 trials and 28,978 patients included between January 1st, 1980 and April 30, 2012. Because of a factorial or multi-arm design or distinctive loco-regional treatment in 19 trials, these 115 trials were split into 154 trial comparisons. There were 16 different treatments:

- loco-regional treatment (LRT) alone (surgery and/or radiotherapy (RT)), which was used as the reference category;
- concomitant chemoradiotherapy with or without platin-based chemotherapy (CLRT_ or CLRT_{noP});
- induction chemotherapy (IC) followed by LRT (IC-LRT) or followed by CLRT (IC-CLRT); and 3 types of IC were considered: the association of taxane, platin and 5-Fluorouracil (TaxPF), the association of platin and 5-Fluorouracil (PF) and other type of IC;
- LRT or CLRT_{noP} followed by adjuvant chemotherapy (AC) (LRT-AC or CLRT_{noP}-AC);
- hyperfractionated RT (HFRT) alone or with concomitant chemotherapy (HFCRT), moderately accelerated RT (MART), very accelerated RT (VART) and accelerated RT with concomitant chemotherapy (ACRT).

The network is presented in Figure 1. List of trials included in each treatment comparison are given in appendix (p 2) and the main characteristics of each trial are presented in appendix (p 4-20). Median follow-up based on trials (interquartile range) was 6.6 years (5.0 to 9.4).

For overall survival, the five treatments that had the highest effect were HFCRT, IC\textsubscript{TaxPF}-LRT, ACRT, IC\textsubscript{TaxPF}-CLRT and CLRT\textsubscript{P} with respective P-scores of 97%, 89%, 82%, 80% and 78% (Table 1). The league table with full results is presented in appendix (p 21). Their respective hazard ratio (HR) with their 95% confidence interval (95%CI) compared to LRT were 0.63 (0.51-0.77), 0.69 (0.56-0.85), 0.75 (0.66-0.85), 0.75 (0.62-0.92), and 0.77 (0.72-0.83). The absolute benefits at 5 years compared to LRT alone were respectively 16.7%, 13.4%, 10.4%, 10.3%, and 9.5%. The differences were not significant when comparing the five top ranking treatments between each other. The respective HRs (95%CI) of HFCRT,
\( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT}, \text{ACRT}, \text{and} IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-CLRT} \) in comparison to \( \text{CLRT}_p \) were 0.82 (0.66-1.01), 0.90 (0.72-1.12), 0.97 (0.86-1.10), and 0.98 (0.81-1.19). There was significant heterogeneity (\( p=0.01 \)) but no inconsistency (\( p=0.91 \)). The forest plot of the trial comparisons that included one of HFCRT, \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT}/\text{CLRT} \) or ACRT is presented in Figure 2 and number of patients and events are presented in appendix (p 23). The other trials are described in the MACH-NC induction article\(^2\), in the MARCH articles\(^{15,3}\) and in the MACH-NC articles\(^{1,6,7}\).

Some trials had no data or events for specific secondary endpoints and were excluded from the corresponding analysis (details given in appendix p 38). The results of EFS (Table 1) are in agreement with OS. Heterogeneity was still present (\( p=0.05 \)) and no inconsistency (\( p=0.52 \)) was detected for this endpoint. The five best treatments were similar to OS, although \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT} \) and \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-CLRT} \) swopped their ranks. HFCRT was the most effective (P-score: 97%), followed by \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-CLRT} \) (P-score: 89%), ACRT (P-score: 82%), \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT} \) (P-score: 80%), and \( \text{CLRT}_p \) (P-score: 75%). However, none of these modalities was significantly better than another (appendix p 25). Only HFCRT had significantly better results than \( \text{CLRT}_p \), with a HR (95%CI) of 0.80 (0.65-0.98). The absolute benefits at 5 years compared to LRT were 18.6% for HFCRT, 14.9% for \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-CLRT} \), 12.5% for ACRT, 12.2% for \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT} \), and 10.8% for \( \text{CLRT}_p \).

The results of loco-regional control (LRC) (Table 1) are also in agreement with OS and EFS. Heterogeneity was still present (\( p<0.0001 \)) and inconsistency (\( p=0.0008 \)) was detected for this endpoint. The four best treatments were the same as for EFS, with HFCRT being the most effective (P-score: 88%), followed by \( \text{CLRT}_p \) and ACRT, with respective P-scores of 84% and 79%. \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-CLRT} \) ranked fourth but \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT} \) appeared to be less effective; their respective P-scores being 78% and 36%. The modality that ranked 5th was \( IC_{\text{PF}}\text{-CLRT} \) with a P-score of 73%. When comparing the five top ranking treatments between each other, the differences were not significant, even compared to \( \text{CLRT}_p \) (appendix p 26).

The results of distant control (Table 1) are different from the other endpoints: LRT-AC being the most effective, with a P-score of 84%, followed by \( IC_{\text{PF}}\text{-LRT}, \text{CLRT}_{\text{noP}}\text{-AC}, \text{HFRT}, \) and \( IC_{\text{TaxPF}}\text{-LRT} \) with respective
P-score of 78%, 71·3%, 70·9%, and 65%. Heterogeneity and inconsistency were significant (p<0·0001) for this endpoint. Only few hazard ratios are statistically significant (appendix p 27).

When looking at cancer-specific mortality, the results of cancer death (Table 2, appendix p 28) are in agreement with OS, EFS and LRC. There was no heterogeneity (p=0·10) nor inconsistency (p=0·80) for this endpoint. The five best treatments were HFCRT, IC\_TaxPF\_LRT, CLRT\_p, ACRT, and IC\_TaxPF\_CLRT with respective P-score of 98%, 90%, 81%, 80%, and 78%. HFCRT had significantly better results than CLRT\_p and ACRT with respective HR (95%CI) of 0·77 (0·62-0·97) and 0·77 (0·61-0·97). For non-cancer death (Table 2, appendix p 29) there was no heterogeneity (p=0·81) nor inconsistency (p=0·17). None treatment modality had a significant difference with LRT.

Details of the trials excluded in sensitivity analyses are presented in appendix (p 38). For OS and EFS, the five first treatment modalities always remained consistent with HFCRT ranking first in all but one analysis (appendix p 30-31). The results of the cluster analysis in patients under 70 years of age were similar to those of the entire population analysis as well as after exclusion of trials with a majority of stage I/II tumours (appendix p 30). Heterogeneity disappeared after exclusion of outliers. For LRC and cancer death, results were also robust to sensitivity analysis. For LRC, inconsistency disappeared after exclusion of trials with non-conventional chemotherapy and the three best treatments remained unchanged. HFCRT always ranked first except in the sensitivity analysis excluding trials with distinctive loco-regional treatments (appendix p32-33). On the contrary, for distant control (appendix p 34), there was more variation in the ranking but very few comparisons were significant. Due to the small number of events, we performed an unplanned sensitivity analysis by combining treatments into seven modalities instead of 16, for distant control and non-cancer death (appendix p 35). For distant control, LRT-AC with or without concomitant CT ranked first followed by altered fractionation RT and IC-LRT, with respective P-score of 89%, 71%, and 64%; only the two first modalities had significant results compared to RT, with HR for distant metastasis of 0·23 (0·06-0·92) for LRT-AC and 0·46 (0·22-0·94) for AF-RT. For non-cancer death, there were no significant differences compared to LRT.
Discussion
The results of the present IPD network meta-analysis combining data from trials of chemotherapy (CT) and radiotherapy (RT) can be summarized as follows. Hyperfractionated RT with concomitant CT consistently ranked first for OS, EFS, LRC and cancer-specific death, and the results were robust following sensitivity analyses. The other modalities that ranked high were induction chemotherapy based on taxane, platin and fluorouracil, and accelerated RT with concomitant CT.

This work has several strengths. First, data used as input to the NMA are individual-patient data, which were checked and reanalyzed by our team, with competing risk for loco-regional and distant control. Second, the two-step frequentist NMA is a validated method\textsuperscript{10}, already used by our group\textsuperscript{16} and others\textsuperscript{17–20}. The NMA approach is also used by institutions\textsuperscript{21}. Third, the assumptions of the NMA were respected. There was no inconsistency for OS and EFS and the heterogeneity was not anymore significant after exclusion of main outliers of the standard meta-analysis without major changes in the conclusions. The transitivity assumption was theoretically respected thanks to well-defined selection criteria of studies included in the network, allowing studies to be sufficiently similar in all respects other than the treatments compared. Moreover, the difference in stage or tumour site distribution from one trial to the other is not expected to influence the results and the standard meta-analysis did not detect variation of effect according to this tumour characteristics. However, this important hypothesis cannot be formally tested. Fourth, the main results were robust to pre-defined sensitivity analyses.

This work has limitations. First, given that trials’ accrual spanned over decades, it is impossible to make sure that patients were comparable between trials. Besides, some important data, such as HPV status or smoking status, were not available. Interaction between treatment and covariates is difficult to take into account in such a large network. As age is the most important predictive factor for chemotherapy and fractionation modifications and that the benefit of concomitant chemotherapy or altered fractionation was not significant after 70 years, we have performed a sensitivity analysis without patients over 70 years that showed similar results (appendix p 30). Although the patient population
included in the NMA is large, the number of events for distant control and non-cancer death is small. The reason is that only the first event is considered and not the following ones. As a result, the analyses of these endpoints lack power even when combining treatment modalities. Moreover, the ranking of a NMA should be examined carefully, as it tends to overestimate the effect of treatment modalities with fewer trials\textsuperscript{22}. Consideration must be given to HR comparing modalities with each other. Here, HR were not significant between the top five treatments for overall survival. Concerning policy implications, few small recent trials were not included\textsuperscript{6}, nor were trials with anti-EGFRs or immunotherapy. These remarks are in lines with Hu et al. who stated that “the role of a NMA is not to provide recommendations but rather to synthesize the research in a manner that facilitates interpretation. [...] The results of network meta-analyses are a decision-supporting tool rather than a decision-making tool”\textsuperscript{23}. We have used a two-step frequentist model with IPD when one-step models are currently being developed, especially for Bayesian NMA\textsuperscript{24}. The use of Bayesian modelling could help provide credible intervals for ranking. Finally, we have not analyzed toxicity data. The data available in MACH-NC and MARCH were different with only very few toxicities in common. Thus the toxicity networks were not considered relevant. Nevertheless, it is important to put the efficacy of treatment modalities in perspective with their toxicity profile, especially since hyperfractionated radiotherapy and induction chemotherapy based on taxane, platin and fluorouracil are treatments known to be toxic.

Despite limiting the NMA to trials conducted from 1980 to 2016, readers may express concern that some trials were still conducted nearly 4 decades ago. The loco-regional treatment performed in the oldest trials is likely to be less optimal than the one performed nowadays, as surgery, anesthesia, radiotherapy techniques and supportive care have all improved over time. Imaging has also improved, and patients in older trials may have been understaged whereby even an experimental local therapy would be less effective. Additionally, the epidemiology of head and neck cancer has evolved over time, with a decrease in cancers related to tobacco and alcohol and an increase in HPV related cancers. The challenges and outcomes of these two types of cancers are quite different. Indeed, treatment for HPV-
related cancers have a better locoregional tumour control, disease-specific, and overall survival than for HPV-unrelated cancers\textsuperscript{25}. Hence, de-escalation is currently being studied for HPV-related tumours although with sobering early results\textsuperscript{26–28}. The results of our NMA suggest better outcomes with an intensification of treatment (hyperfractionated RT with concomitant CT), and this could be a strategy for p16/HPV negative tumours, although toxicity remains an important consideration since these patients may be less tolerant of intensification through this strategy due to associated co-morbidities, especially related to smoking. Although HR between the top five modalities for OS were not significant, the HR between HFCRT and conventional CLRT\textsubscript{p}, which is the accepted standard of care worldwide, was 0.82 [0.66–1.01], close to statistical significance. The corresponding HR for EFS, a validated surrogate\textsuperscript{29}, was significant (0.80 [0.65–0.98]). Moreover, the patients included in our meta-analyses have characteristics that are more consistent with HPV-negative tumours. For example, in the second publication of MARCH\textsuperscript{3,29}, with more recent studies, HPV-status was known for 17.4% of patients and was positive in only 31.0% of patients with known status. Therefore, our results would likely be applicable to patients with locally advanced HPV-negative tumours.

Hyperfractionated RT with concomitant CT (HFCRT) has been evaluated directly in seven trials included in our NMA (BiRCF\textsuperscript{31}, Duke 90040\textsuperscript{32}, EORTC 22954 (unpublished)\textsuperscript{33}, EORTC 22962 (unpublished)\textsuperscript{34}, IAR92\textsuperscript{35}, Kragujevac2\textsuperscript{36}, and SAKK10-94\textsuperscript{37}). All of these trials compared HFCRT to HFRT but one of them had a two by two design with a small number of patients (EORTC 22962\textsuperscript{34}, closed early due to slow accrual), thus HFCRT was also compared to LRT and CLRT\textsubscript{p}. None of the trials studying HFCRT was in a post-operative setting. The results for OS and EFS of these studies are reported in the upper part of Figure 2. These trials included 816 patients with only 384 patients treated in the HFCRT modality, which is a clear weakness of our analysis. A recent trial (DAHANCA 28\textsuperscript{38}) evaluated this modality of treatment in a phase I/II study of 50 patients with locally advanced HPV-negative head and neck cancer, treated with hyperfractionated, accelerated radiotherapy with concomitant weekly cisplatin and nimorazole. The 3-year actuarial LRC was 79%, and OS was 74%. Acute toxicity was high with 78% of patients requiring feeding tube. When compared with historical trials, this protocol appears to have
higher rates of late toxicity, especially with respect to feeding tube dependency and osteoradionecrosis. However, this trial was not randomised and the toxicity rate could be partly due to patient selection. It can also be argued that hyperfractionated RT is difficult to implement in the era of intensity modulation RT for head and neck cancer (none of the seven studies used this technique) but it has been done in a phase II trial with 1.25 Gy per fraction given twice a day up to 70 Gy. HFCRT is technically feasible with modern RT delivery, with an acute toxicity profile that would require adapted patient management but with acceptable long-term toxicity. It could be considered as an option for tertiary centers with a high throughput of head and neck patients.

Induction CT, especially regimens that included taxane, platin and fluorouracil, followed by loco-regional treatment and concomitant CT also yielded good results, ranking 4th for overall survival. We believe that toxic deaths that occurred before the systematic use of GCSF contributed to this ranking. In the sensitivity analysis restricted to trials mandating the use of GCSF, ICTaxPF-CLRT ranked second after HFCRT for OS, and 1st for EFS (appendix p 30-31, sensitivity analysis for outliers). Strategies with induction chemotherapy are more commonly used in clinical practice than HFCRT and this analysis partly supports this practice for advanced disease.

In conclusion, this NMA allowed evaluation of many treatment modalities, and suggests the superiority of hyperfractionated RT with concomitant CT over other treatments. This treatment, which can be difficult to implement in daily practice, could however be suitable for the treatment of HPV-negative head and neck cancers. Induction CT based on taxanes followed with ideally concomitant chemoradiotherapy is another strategy that has good results for selected patients. These treatments should ideally be further investigated in clinical trials. However, in the absence of additional randomized studies our findings can help inform current clinical decision-making.
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Figure 1 – Graphical representation of the trial network for overall survival and description of treatment modalities.
The size of the nodes is proportional to the number of patients (pts), which is given under each treatment category. The width of the lines is proportional to the number of comparisons, which are given on each line. The network included 154 comparisons from 115 trials (appendix p 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of LRT</th>
<th>Type of CT</th>
<th>N os CT</th>
<th>Induction CT with TaxPF (IC1 vs others)</th>
<th>Induction CT with PF (IC1 vs others)</th>
<th>Induction CT with another regimen (IC1 vs others)</th>
<th>Concomitant platinum-based CT (CT+P)</th>
<th>Concomitant non-platinum-based CT (CT non-P)</th>
<th>Adjunct CT (AC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRT alone surgery and/or RT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant chemoradiotherapy (CLRT) (Surgery)</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperfractionated RT (HFRT) (Surgery)</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately accelerated RT (MART) (Surgery)</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very accelerated RT (VART) (Surgery)</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>LRT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LRT=locoregional treatment, CT=chemotherapy, RT=radiotherapy, CLRT=LRT with concomitant chemoradiotherapy, IC=induction CT, AC=adjuvant CT, HFRT=hyperfractioned RT, HFCRT=HFRT with concomitant CT, MART=moderately accelerated RT, VART=very accelerated RT, ACRT=accelerated (moderately or very) RT with concomitant CT, P=platin-based CT, noP=non-platin-based CT, TaxPF=taxanes, platin and 5-Fluorouracil association, PF=platin and 5-Fluorouracil association.

*LRT=loco-regional treatment, CT=chemotherapy, RT=radiotherapy, CLRT=LRT with concomitant chemoradiotherapy, IC=induction CT, AC=adjuvant CT, HFRT=hyperfractioned RT, HFCRT=HFRT with concomitant CT, MART=moderately accelerated RT, VART=very accelerated RT, ACRT=accelerated (moderately or very) RT with concomitant CT, P=platin-based CT, noP=non-platin-based CT, TaxPF=taxanes, platin and 5-Fluorouracil association, PF=platin and 5-Fluorouracil association.*
Figure 2 – Forest plot for overall survival (on the left) and event-free survival (on the right), showing results from direct comparisons and network meta-analysis.

HR < 1 is in favor of the first treatment mentioned in the title (i.e., HFCRT for the comparison HFCRT vs HFRT). Detailed information about studies presented in this forest-plot are available in appendix (p 4-20).

For standard meta-analysis, results are presented with fixed and random effect, to study the impact of the heterogeneity on the choice of the model.

The number of event and patient for each study is available in appendix (p 23).

LRT=loco-regional treatment, CT=chemotherapy, RT=radiotherapy, CLRT=LRT with concomitant chemoradiotherapy, IC=induction CT, HFRT=hyperfractionated RT, HFCRT=HFRT with concomitant CT, ACRT=accelerated (moderately or very) RT with concomitant CT, P=platin-based CT, TaxPF=taxanes, platin and 5-Fluorouracil association, PF=platin and 5-Fluorouracil association.
Table 1 – Summary of Efficacy Endpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment data</th>
<th>Overall survival</th>
<th>Event-free survival</th>
<th>Loco-regional control</th>
<th>Distant control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115 trials</td>
<td>112 trials</td>
<td>110 trials</td>
<td>100 trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>154 comparisons</td>
<td>151 comparisons</td>
<td>150 comparisons</td>
<td>137 comparisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28,978 patients</td>
<td>28,315 patients</td>
<td>27,309 patients</td>
<td>25,042 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19,253 events</td>
<td>20,579 events</td>
<td>10,882 events</td>
<td>3,065 events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value global</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value heterogeneity</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value inconsistency</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-score (%)</th>
<th>HR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>HR (95% CI)</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>HR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>ref</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCRT</td>
<td>0.63 (0.51-0.77)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.60 (0.49-0.73)</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICtaxPF-LRT</td>
<td>0.69 (0.56-0.85)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.71 (0.59-0.87)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRT</td>
<td>0.75 (0.66-0.85)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.71 (0.63-0.80)</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICtaxPF-CLRT</td>
<td>0.75 (0.62-0.92)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.66 (0.55-0.80)</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLRTp</td>
<td>0.77 (0.72-0.83)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.74 (0.70-0.79)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFRT</td>
<td>0.85 (0.76-0.95)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.84 (0.76-0.93)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLRTnoP</td>
<td>0.89 (0.81-0.98)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.88 (0.81-0.97)</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICtax-LRT</td>
<td>0.90 (0.82-0.99)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.93 (0.85-1.02)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VART</td>
<td>0.90 (0.81-1.01)</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>0.88 (0.79-0.98)</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICtax-CLRT</td>
<td>0.90 (0.72-1.13)</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>0.83 (0.66-1.03)</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MART</td>
<td>0.94 (0.87-1.01)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.89 (0.83-0.96)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRT-AC</td>
<td>1.03 (0.90-1.17)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.99 (0.86-1.13)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLRTnoP-AC</td>
<td>1.07 (0.84-1.36)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.95 (0.75-1.20)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICother-CLRT</td>
<td>1.15 (0.73-1.82)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICother-LRT</td>
<td>1.04 (0.93-1.16)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>1.05 (0.94-1.17)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are in bold if they are statistically significant and the three modalities of treatment with the highest p-score are highlighted in grey.

HR=hazard ratio, CI=Confidence Interval, LRT=loco-regional treatment, CT=chemotherapy, RT=radiotherapy, CLRT=LRT with concomitant chemoradiotherapy, IC=induction CT, AC=adjuvant CT, HFCRT=HFRT with concomitant CT, MART=moderately accelerated RT, VART=very accelerated RT, ACRT=accelerated RT (moderately or very) with concomitant CT, P=platin-based CT, noP=not platin-based CT, TaxPF=taxanes, platin and 5-Fluorouracil association, PF=platin and 5-Fluorouracil association.
Table 2 – Summary of Cancer death and Non-cancer death Endpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment data</th>
<th>Cancer death</th>
<th>Non-cancer death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73 trials</td>
<td>70 trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104 comparisons</td>
<td>96 comparisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21,753 patients</td>
<td>21,533 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11,039 events</td>
<td>3,645 events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cancer death (95% CI)</th>
<th>Non-cancer death (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>P value global</strong></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P value heterogeneity</strong></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P value inconsistency</strong></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR = hazard ratio, CI = Confidence Interval, LRT = loco-regional treatment, CT = chemotherapy, RT = radiotherapy, CLRT = LRT with concomitant chemoradiotherapy, IC = induction CT, AC = adjuvant CT, HFRT = hyperfractionated RT, HFCRT = HFRT with concomitant CT, MART = moderately accelerated RT, VART = very accelerated RT, ACRT = accelerated RT (moderately or very) with concomitant CT, P = platin-based CT, noP = not platin-based CT, TaxPF = taxanes, platin and 5-Fluorouracil association, PF = platin and 5-Fluorouracil association

Results are in bold if they are statistically significant and the three modalities of treatment with the highest p-score are highlighted in grey. See methods for the definition of cancer and non-cancer death, events used for hazard ratio of cancer and non-cancer deaths respectively.